
Shelf-stable gourmet pasta?
It’s possible with MATS.



A decade ago, when food scientists started working on 
a new way to process food without destroying it, a high 
quality, shelf-stable mac & cheese was the holy grail. 

One taste of our 915 Labs signature mac & cheese 
proves that microwave assisted thermal sterilization 
(MATS™) is the next generation of food processing. 
The dish embodies everything that’s great about MATS 
minimal food processing: great texture and flavor plus a 
clean label and the ability to distribute ambient.

MATS-Made 
Mac ‘n Cheese

Introducing a Better Mac & Cheese
To schedule a tasting 
of MATS-Made mac & 
cheese, email Roberta 
Brewster, Vice President of 
Business Development, at 
rbrewster@915labs.com. 

915 Labs is the exclusive 
provider of the FDA-accepted 
MATS technology and a suite of 
wraparound services including 
stock and custom packaging.

www.915labs.com 

WATCH OUR 90-SECOND EXPLAINER 
VIDEO AT:

www.MATSMade.com
CONNECT WITH US ON TWITTER

@915LABS



What better way to feed the world’s growing 
population than with the humble egg?



With six grams of high quality protein and all nine 
essential amino acids, the egg is as nutrient-rich as it is 
fragile. But the breakthrough MATS technology enables 
food purveyors to create a whole new world of high 
quality, shelf-stable dishes—even with heat-sensitive 
ingredients like the egg. 

915 Labs signature egg frittata dish embodies 
everything that’s great about MATS: great tasting, 
nutritious, additive-free and safely packaged for 
ambient distribution.

MATS-Made 
Egg Frittata

If only there was an easy, sustainable way 
to deliver it

To learn more about MATS 
and to schedule a tasting of 
egg frittata, email Roberta 
Brewster, Vice President of 
Business Development, at 
rbrewster@915labs.com.

915 Labs is the exclusive 
provider of the FDA-accepted 
MATS technology and a suite of 
wraparound services including 
stock and custom packaging 
for MATS-Made foods.

www.915labs.com
WATCH OUR 90-SECOND EXPLAINER 
VIDEO AT:

www.MATSMade.com
CONNECT WITH US ON TWITTER

@915LABS



Without adopting  
next generation processing, 
there’s a real risk that  
new food could become 
old food.



When you’ve carefully sourced your ingredients and crafted 
new recipes, the last thing you want for your new brand is 
to ruin it with industrial-age processing. Fresh and frozen 
formats carry their own baggage, from costly shipping and 
limited distribution to food waste.

There’s a more sustainable way to scale-up your new brands: 
microwave assisted thermal sterilization (MATS™).

MATS is a breakthrough food preservation technology that 
safely packages fresh foods without stripping out nutrients, 
texture and flavors. MATS-Made foods are the perfect 
combination of near-fresh and shelf-stable foods . . . or 
exactly what new food brands need.

MATS is the solution

MATS-Made 
Corn on the Cob

To learn more about 
MATS, email Roberta 
Brewster, Vice President of 
Business Development, at 
rbrewster@915labs.com.

915 Labs is the exclusive 
provider of the FDA-accepted 
MATS technology and a suite of 
wraparound services including 
stock and custom packaging. 

www.915labs.com 

WATCH OUR 90-SECOND EXPLAINER 
VIDEO AT:

www.MATSMade.com
CONNECT WITH US ON TWITTER

@915LABS



You can invest in food 
one company at a time, 
or you can invest in the 
future of food.



Feeding the world’s population of 8 billion in 2024 will 
require nutrient-dense foods that can be sustainability 
produced and distributed. Fortunately, there is a 
platform that can deliver nutritious, clean label foods in 
an ambient format. 

Microwave assisted thermal sterilization (MATS™) is 
a breakthrough, next generation food preservation 
technology that can produce a wide variety of high 
quality, nutrient-rich foods. 

MATS delivers the good-for-you, clean label foods 
consumers want today and the ability to ship ambient 
that food companies and distributors need.

MATS: Reinventing Packaged Food
To talk more about the MATS 
growth platform, email 915 
Labs CEO Mike Locatis at 
mlocatis@915labs.com.

915 Labs is the exclusive 
provider of MATS as well as a 
suite a wraparound services 
including stock and custom 
packaging.

www.915labs.com
WATCH OUR 90-SECOND EXPLAINER 
VIDEO AT:

www.MATSMade.com
CONNECT WITH US ON TWITTER

@915LABS



FRESH FOODS
Your meal kit is missing 
one important ingredient:
MATS.



For freshly prepared meals to be as great for investors 
as they are for customers, meal kit delivery companies 
need to find a way to reduce packaging and distribution 
costs and food waste. 

The breakthrough MATS technology offers a new 
alternative: high quality, clean label packaged foods 
that taste homemade—and can be stored and shipped 
ambient. With MATS, a whole new world of near-fresh 
packaged foods is possible, from whole chicken breasts 
and vegetables to salmon filets, pasta and ancient 
grains. As a complement to fresh ingredients or a 
complete ready-to-eat meal, MATS-Made foods are just 
what every meal kit needs.

To talk about adding 
MATS-Made foods to your 
meal kit, email Roberta 
Brewster, Vice President of 
Business Development, at 
rbrewster@915labs.com. 

915 Labs is the exclusive 
provider of MATS as well as a 
suite a wraparound services 
including stock and custom 
packaging.

www.915labs.com
WATCH OUR 90-SECOND EXPLAINER 
VIDEO AT:

www.MATSMade.com
CONNECT WITH US ON TWITTER

@915LABS

Fresh and Near-Fresh

MATS-Made 
Asparagus


